While developing continuous authentication systems (CAS), we generally assume that samples from both genuine and impostor classes are readily available. However, the assumption may not be true in certain circumstances.
Introduction
The multi-class classifiers (MCC) have been widely studied for building behavioral biometric based continuous authentication systems [1] [2] [3] [4] . The disadvantages of using MCC is that they require samples from both genuine and impostor classes to determine respective decision boundaries. In other words, to build an MCC-based biometric system, both genuine and impostor samples must be collected [5] . For training and testing the classification models, researchers have conventionally used samples from other users than the genuine one as impostors [1, 6, 7] .
The assumption that the impostor samples (samples from the other users) are readily available for training MCC might not be realistic in certain circumstances [5, [8] [9] [10] . For 2018 IEEE 4 th International Conference on Identity, Security, and Behavior Analysis (ISBA) 978-1-5386-2248-3/18/$31.00 c 2018 IEEE example, (1) individuals might refuse to give their consent for using their biometric data for building authentication systems for someone else, (2) government might pose a restriction on using one's data for building system for others, and (3) the difficulty in collecting good quality impostor samples-we may have to reveal a great deal of information about the genuine user which could cause privacy concerns [11] .
Moreover, Manuele et al. [12] have demonstrated that the choice of the impostor heavily impacts the performance of MCC-based authentication systems.
In addition, samples from individuals who were not part of the training database may appear anytime during the verification. This could happen to any realistic (especially adversarial) setup where continuous authentication is applicable. Various studies have advised that even if impostor samples were available, the authentication systems preferably be built by using only genuine samples [9, 13] . Thus, we explored the possibility of implementing CAS by employing genuine samples only. Specifically, we implemented CAS using four different OCC and their fusion, and tested their performance on four distinct behavioral biometric datasets. The OCC are popular and have been extensively studied for outlier or novelty detection [14, 15] , as well as in the physiological biometric-based recognition systems [12] . However, practicability of OCC has been rarely explored in the context of motion sensor based CAS [9, 16] . Ding and Ross applied ensemble of one-class SVMs for detecting spoofing attack on fingerprint recognition system [17] . The ensemble of OCC was able to address the insufficient (or unseen) spoof samples problem encountered by conventional spoof detection algorithms. However, the OCC have been rarely explored on motion or touch sensor based biometric datasets. Since these datasets are different in nature and have high variability, it is worth investigating how would the OCC perform on them, especially in the context of continuous authentication. To this end, we hypothesized that if we have sufficient amount of genuine data for training, the OCC could closely match the performance of MCC. The main contribution of this paper is summarized below:
• We investigate four OCC (novelty or outlier detectors) algorithms and their fusion in the context of motion and touch gesture based continuous authentication system. To the best of our knowledge, three of the which have not been studied in continuous authentication domain before. • The challenges of implementing CAS using OCC including dynamic score normalization in absence of the impostor score distribution is also discussed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work; Section 3 describes the experimental setup; Section 4 discusses the performance evaluation methods and metrics, and Section 5 concludes the work.
Related Work
The OCC, especially, SV 1C have been applied to solve a variety of authentication problems. Examples include face recognition [12] , typist recognition [9] , smart-stroke [8] , touch [5] , and mouse dynamics [16] . Antal et al. [5] used four OCC that included Parzen density estimator, the k nearest-neighbor (kNN), Gaussian mixtures method and Support Vector Data Description method in order to build authentication systems based on swipe gestures, however, it was unclear whether their authentication framework was one-time or continuous. Moreover, the swipe gestures and micro-movements of the device were collected in a constrained environment under a very specific scenario -while responding to psychological questionnaire. Hence, the kNN and Parzen density estimator achieved mean Equal Error Rate (EER) as low as 0.024, and 0.023 after combining the decisions from successive swipe gestures.
Antal et al. [8] also compared OCC and MCC in the context of keystroke-based authentication on mobile devices and demonstrated that MCC outperformed OCC with 4% of error rate difference. Hempstalk et al. [9] combined the density and class probability estimation to improve the classification performance. They also conducted experiments by using the artificially generated impostor samples and pose the question on how the quality and quantity of artificially generated impostor samples may affect the overall performance. Shen et al. [16] applied SVM-, Neural Network-, and KNN-based OCC on the mouse-usage patterns. They report the Half Total Error Rates (HTER) of ∼ 8%, ∼ 15%, and ∼ 15% respectively on a dataset of 5550 mouse-operation samples collected from 37 subjects. Also, they strongly argued that one-class methods are more suitable for user authentication in real-world applications.
However, none of the above papers have studied the classifiers that are studied in this paper with an exception of one-class support vector machines. To the best of our knowledge, the evaluation of OCC has not been done across distinct behavioral biometric datasets before. Moreover, we explore the fusion OCC at score and decision level and discuss the challenges that we faced due to continuous authentication paradigm.
Design of Experiments

Continuous Authentication
Continuous authentication is a process in which users are unobtrusively monitored at frequent intervals throughout their interaction with any device or system [18] . The CAS pose different challenges compared to the one-time (or login) time authentication systems. Examples include the availability of data throughout the user interaction, high intra-user variance, authentication accuracy, and resource consumption. At the same time, the CAS do not have to be as accurate as the login time authentication systems. Because the verification happens at quite frequent intervals and users can be locked out after certain successive rejects. To implement the continuous part of the system, generally, a sliding window-based mechanism is used [6, 19, 20] . The authentication decisions are given either based on the patterns captured in the current window or in the last few windows. We followed the window-based feature extraction strategy for all four datasets that were studied. The preprocessing, window-size, sliding intervals, and the set of features are kept exactly as advised in the works that have originally proposed the corresponding data set.
Datasets and Feature Analysis
We used four distinct behavioral datasets that included phone-accelerometer based gait patterns, watch-accelerometer based gait, watch-gyroscope based gait, and fusion of swiping and phone movement patterns. These datasets were built with the aim of replicating realistic environment. The training and testing data were collected in separate sessions. The specific details of each dataset are provided below.
Phone Acceleration-based Gait Biometric
This dataset consists of walking patterns collected through smartphone accelerometer from 18 users who were either faculty, staff or students [20] . Android's type linear acceleration was used that recorded the accelerations (with no gravity component) in the sensor's own frame of reference. The data was collected in two separate sessions, separated by two to three days, referred to as training and testing. The participants walked back and forth freely for about 200 meters keeping HTC One M8 smartphone in their pant pocket. The sampling rate of the accelerometer was set to normal which produced around 46 samples per second. The steps of data preprocessing, feature analysis, generation of genuine and impostor samples for training and testing were replicated exactly as advised in [20] . This dataset was the smallest in terms of volume, as the average number of total samples per user per session were 16. This dataset would be referred to as the Phone Acceleration based Gait (P ABG) in the rest of the paper.
Smartwatch-based Gait Biometric
This dataset contains arm movement patterns of 40 users. The data was collected using the motion sensors (accelerometer, and gyroscope sensors) built into Samsung Galaxy Gear S. The sampling rate for both the sensors were kept to 25Hz. Thirty-four participants were between 20 and 30 years of age, four between 30 and 35, and rest of them were in their 50s. Gender-wise, ten of the subjects were female, while the rest were male. The data was collected for about 2-3 minutes of a walk with watch worn on the wrist. With the 10 seconds of windows with 5 seconds of intervals, the average number of samples per user per session turned out to be 18.4. We replicated the data preprocessing and feature extraction steps as proposed in [6] , and used the selected features as advised for creating genuine and impostor samples for training and testing the classifiers. The dataset was divided into two parts based on the type of sensor used for recording the patterns. The arm acceleration pattern recorded through accelerometer sensor will be referred to as Smartwatch Acceleration-based Gait (W ABG). Similarly, the arm rotation patterns recorded through the smartwatch gyroscope will be referred to as Smartwatch Rotation-based Gait (W RBG) in the rest of this paper.
Swiping and Phone Movement Patterns
This dataset consists of swiping patterns along with corresponding underlying phone movement patterns continuously collected through accelerometer sensor while participants browsed specifically designed web pages as well as pages of their choice and answered a set of questions. The data was collected from 28 volunteers in a completely realistic and unconstrained environment for four to seven days. We replicated the data preprocessing and feature extraction steps exactly as proposed Kumar et al. in [19] , and used the selected features as advised for creating genuine and impostor samples. The average number of samples per user was 55.35 and 55.82 for training and testing sessions respectively. This dataset was the biggest in terms of volume. We will refer to this dataset as Swiping and Phone Movement Patterns (SP M P ) in the rest of the paper. For this dataset, we replicated only one of the experiments i.e., a feature-level fusion of swiping and phone movements with a single-template framework as presented by Kumar et al. [19] .
Choice of Classifiers
For each dataset, we replicated the experimental setup advised by respective authors in their papers [20] , [6] , [19] . For the PABG dataset, the authors studied five classifiers: Bayes Network, Logistic Regression, Multilayer Perceptrons, Random Forests, and Support Vector Machines [20] . Similarly, four classifiers (k Nearest Neighbors, Logistic Regression, Multilayer Perceptrons, and Random Forests) were used to implement CAS on W ABG and W RBG [6] , and two classifiers (kNN with Euclidean, and Random Forests) were used to implement CAS for SP M P [19] . It is generally difficult to know which classifier fits a data set better in advance. So, we decided to study as many (eight) MCC that covered most of the classifiers which were applied on the above datasets in the past. We used Python's sklearn package [21] for running these classifiers. The parameter settings of these algorithms were calibrated to get the best possible performance.
The MCC are well studied in authentication domain and are not the focus of this study, therefore, we do not provide any details on how do they work. However, the OCC that we studied have been rarely explored (except SV 1C) in this domain, so we briefly discuss their working philosophies in the following paragraphs. The OCC have been successfully applied to solve a variety of one-class problems in the past. The most widely known and established one is one-class Support Vector Machine (SV 1C) [22] . Hence SV 1C was an intentional choice in this study. In addition to SV 1C, we study Elliptic Envelope (EE), Isolation Forest (IF ), and Local Outlier Factor (LOF ). The reason behind choosing these algorithms was their different working philosophies and distinct decision-making capabilities.
The SV 1C is an unsupervised method that learns a decision function from the samples supplied to it. The decision function basically is the result of a process that separates all the data points from the origin and maximizes the distance from the hyperplane to the origin. SV 1C has two important parameters, ν: determines the upper bound on the fraction of outliers, and allows control to the trade-off between genuine (normal) and impostor (abnormal) predictions, and : a value used as the stopping tolerance that affects the number of iterations for optimizing the model.
We standardized all the features using StandardScaler of Python's sklearn. the StandardScaler standardize features by removing the mean and scaling to unit variance. During enrollment, only genuine samples were supplied to the SV 1C while during the verification, both genuine and impostor samples were tested. Based on the learned decision function, SV 1C made the decision. In addition to the normal/abnormal decisions, SV 1C returned scores associated with the prediction. We used the scores later for score-level fusion.
The Elliptic Envelop (EE) [23] is a simple outlier detector that assumes the distribution of data as Gaussian. It fits a robust covariance estimate to the supplied data. In other words, it fits an ellipse to the central sample points. The Minimum Covariance Determinant, a robust estimator of covariance was used. The Mahalanobis distances obtained from this estimate was used to derive a measure of abnormality. As EE is very sensitive to the feature dimensions, hence we applied Principle Component Analysis to find out the principal components and supplied only 30% of the top-ranked components to the EE. Unlike, EE, SV 1C does not assume any parametric form of the data distribution and therefore models the complex shape of the data much better in general.
Generally, the outlier detection in high-dimensional space is very challenging. The Isolation forests [24] , however, does a decent job in such scenario compared to other algorithms e.g. EE that assumes certain underlying distribution (see the rightmost figure of Figure 1(b) ). It basically isolates samples by randomly selecting a feature and then randomly selecting a split point between the maximum and minimum values of the selected feature. This process is repeated recursively and is represented by a tree structure. The number of required partitioning to isolate a sample is the path length from the root node to the terminating node. The averaged path length, over a forest of such random trees, is translated as the measure for making the final decision. The shorter the path the more the abnormality.
The Local Outlier Factor (LOF ) [25] is an unsupervised outlier detector which computes the local density deviation of the given sample with respect to its neighbors. The local density is estimated by the typical distance at which a point can be reached from its neighbors. The samples that have a substantially lower density than their neighbors are considered as outliers. The number of neighbors is an important parameter and is generally kept greater than the minimum number of samples that a cluster contains, and smaller than the maximum number of close by samples that could be potential impostors.
If the genuine samples from a well-centered elliptical boundary and/or follow a Gaussian distribution, the decision rule based on fitting covariance like EE would be able to generate a well-separated decision boundary around genuine samples. On the contrary, if the genuine samples do not follow any underlying distribution, the IF may perform well (see Figure 1(a) ). Moreover, if the genuine samples are non-Gaussian or multi-modal, EE failed to produce any decision boundary for them but SV 1C, as well as IF , might be able to generate a reasonable decision boundary (see Figure 1 
Training and Testing of the Classifiers
Although OCC offer one of the biggest advantages over the MCC i.e. they do not require samples from abnormal (impostor) class at all, they require sufficient training data from the normal (genuine) class for drawing the accurate classification boundary. This phenomenon was observed while setting up the experimental parameters for training verification models as well as user-specific thresholds for authentication systems. The MCC required both genuine and impostor samples during the training, while OCC could be trained using genuine samples only. We tested all (MCC and OCC) classifiers for genuine pass/fail rates using genuine samples and impostor pass/fail rates using the impostor samples. For impostor testing, we borrowed a fixed number of samples from other users than the genuine following the suggestions of Kumar et al. [6, 19, 20 ].
Fusion of OCC
We explored the fusion of OCC considering the fact that they work on different philosophies and create different decision boundaries (see Figure 1 ) as well as the relatively low correlation among the scores obtained by the classifiers (see Figure 2 ). The fusion of two classifiers could enhance the performance when their decision or scores/decisions are uncorrelated from each other [15, 27, 27] . There exists several other methods to measure the diversity of classifier for usefulness of the fusion, and their relationship to the overall performance that are discussed by Kuncheva et al. [28] . We aim to explore more OCC and their usefulness in the fusion to enhance the overall performance of the system in future.
In our experimental setup, the fusion of the OCC was feasible at both score or decision-levels. The decision-level fusion could not improve the performance of the overall system. Further, we explored the option of training a classifier to fuse the decisions from all four OCC. However, the number of decision samples were too low to train a classifier for P ABG, W ABG, W RBG. So we trained the fusion-classifier for SP M P but observed no improvement in the performance compared to the individual OCC. Similarly, we also explored the option of training an SV 1C using the scores obtained from all four OCC to carry out score-level fusion, but we observed only minor improvements in the overall performance.
One of the biggest challenges that we faced while fusing the score was the normalization of scores obtained by different classifiers on the same scale. In case of MCC, the min-max normalization has been an established solution, especially when the distribution of the score distribution is unknown. Essentially we need to know the both genuine and impostor scores to compute the min and max, however, in case of OCC we only know the genuine scores. To generate the impostor scores, one could collect some impostor data, however, that would be against what we are establishing through this paper, i.e. implementing a continuous authentication system using only genuine samples. In our experiment, we used the following logistic function σ n = 1/(1 + exp(−β × σ s )) with different values of β that was decided based on the genuine scores obtained by running a validation on the training set itself. Where σ s is the original score and σ n is the normalized scores. We also tested tanh σ n = (2/(1 + exp(−2 × β × σ s )) − 1) and soft-sign (σ n = σ s /1 + abs(σ s )) function they worked fine too. The combined score was evaluated against a threshold (derived from the genuine scores obtained on the training data) to make the final decision.
Performance Evaluation
The performance of all classifiers was evaluated on four different datasets using false accept rate (FAR), false reject rate (FRR), Half Total Error Rates (HTER), and Area Under the Curve (AUC) [16, 29, 30] . HTER is defined as the average of FAR and FRR. The important hyperparameters of most of the classifiers were calibrated to achieve the best possible error rates. To understand the operational characteristic of the OCC and fusion-based systems, we plotted the Detection Error Trade-off (DET) curve [31, 32] (see Figure 3 ). These curves were plotted by varying the decision threshold on the scores and computing the mean FAR and FRR for each threshold across the user population of respective datasets. We observed that SV 1C, LOF , and the fusion is doing significantly well. Also, we can observe that the curve is smooth for the SPMP that had good amount of training samples among all datasets.
For comparing the performance of the OCC with the MCC, we evaluated a total of eight multi-class classifiers: AdaBoost (ABoost), Naive Bayes (N Bayes), k-Nearest Neighbors (kN N ), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Logistic Regression (LReg), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP ), Random Forest (RF C), and Support Vector Classification (SV C) over all datasets. The performance of these algorithms is reported in Table 1 . The kN N , Table 1 . The performance of MCC, OCC, and the best fusion of OCC on PABG, WABG, WRBG, and SPMP datasets. The first eight rows (excluding header) presents the average False Accept Rate (FAR), False Reject Rate (FRR), Half Total Error Rates (HTER), and Area Under the Curve (AUC) obtained by MCC on different datasets. The next four rows present the same metrics obtained by four individual OCC. Notably, the performance of individual OCC, especially, SV 1C and LOF is comparable to most of the MCC except the top three i.e. SV C, kN N and LDA for SPMP dataset which had good amount of genuine samples (on an average 55 per user) for training the OCC. While the performance of other two OCC is poor compared to the top four MCC. Although the performance of the top two OCC is not better, they are still better than half of the MCC across all four datasets. Fusion* represents the combination of classifiers that achieved the best error rates. The combination for PABG and WABG was LOF+SV1C, whereas, for WRBG it was IF+LOF+SV1C, and SPMP, it was IF + LOF + SV1C, and EE+LOF+SV1C respectively. Figure 3 . Illustration of trade-off between two error measures False Accept Rates (FAR) and False Reject Rates (FRR). These curves were plotted by varying the decision threshold on the scores obtained by the OCC and the best fusion, computing the mean FAR and FRR at every threshold across the user population of respective datasets. LDA, and SV C achieved the best error rates across the datasets. We can see that SV 1C and LOF outperformed at least four MCC across all datasets. All possible (twelve) combinations of four OCC were evaluated. The SV 1C dominated across the combinations and dataset. The HTER of the best fusion was either equal to or lower than SV 1C.
A series of statistical tests were conducted in order to ensure if the difference of error rates among the classifiers (1) was not mere fluctuations due to a few extremely good/bad users i.e. -statistically significant, and (2) holds true for the larger population of users. The tests were conducted pairwise between the top four MCC and top is generally used to test the statistical significance of differences between two samples, in this case, the difference between user-level mean HTERs obtained by the classifiers that were being tested. The MANOVA test assumes that the pairwise difference of mean HTERs across the users follows a Gaussian distribution. To find out if that assumption is true, we applied Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test [33] . The null hypothesis for the KS test was that the difference follows a Gaussian distribution. KS test rejected the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level for all pair of classifiers that we compared. Table 2 presents the p-values corresponding to KS tests were really low. Hence, the MANOVA was ruled out.
We then used Wilcoxon signed rank test that makes no assumption about the underlying distribution of the error difference. The null hypothesis of this test was that the difference between HTERs achieved by two algorithms was significant and will hold for a larger population. The tests failed to reject the null hypothesis at the 5% level. We concluded that the difference of error rates holds true for the current as well as a larger population of users. This conclusion was further verified by using Friedman test [34] . The p-values of the Wilcoxon and Friedman tests are also reported in Table 2 .
Conclusion and Future Work
Our findings suggest that it is possible to build behavioral biometrics-based continuous authentication systems without using samples from impostor class. Such systems can be implemented by using OCC and their fusion. The SV 1C and LOF achieved comparable error rates and outperformed half of the eight MCC. The fusion of OCC could not improve the performance of the system significantly, however, if deeply investigated the fusion would reduce the error rates further. Hence, in the future, we aim to explore the fusion further by considering more OCC, and test them on the publicly available behavioral biometric datasets.
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